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Original Footwear Company among 2,000 exhibits 
at the 2022 SHOT Show® in Las Vegas 

 
Morristown, TN, November 18, 2021—Original Footwear Co. is going ALL IN at the 2022 SHOT Show® this January 18–21 
and will be joining an incredible list of more than 2,000 exhibits at The Venetian Expo and Caesars Forum in Las Vegas. 
 
SHOT Show is the world’s most comprehensive trade show for professionals involved with shooting sports, hunting, and 
law enforcement industries.  This year’s expanded SHOT Show in both The Venetian Expo and Caesars Forum will offer 
even more opportunities for attendees to experience the best in firearms, ammunition, law enforcement, cutlery, 
outdoor apparel, optics, and other related products and services first-hand.  
 
“We always get excited about exhibiting at SHOT Show. With so many of our customers and contacts attending the 
show, we expect to have very productive conversations” says Scott Roach, VP Sales & Marketing. 
 
Original Footwear Co. will be featuring its APEX boots by Altama®.  The crown of Altama’s Soles by Michelin® Series, the 
Apex SBM stands alone in its category for excellence of design and unique features. This boot is built with multiple layers 
of Gore-Tex® protection, starting with Gore-Tex® Pearl, their most breathable, thinnest lining for complete waterproof 
protection. Then, to increase the range of operational environments, they strategically added Gore-Tex® Thermium over 
the toe area to preserve heat in the cold and release heat and sweat in warmer climates, maintaining optimum comfort 
in the widest temperature range to date. Next, they engineered the game-changing TruFit multi-width adaptability 
system to completely revolutionize how we look at fit and sizing. Finally, Altama® sets all of this on their Panama 
inspired collaboration with Soles by Michelin®, delivering easily on the promise of exceptional traction and agility.   
 
Roach says attendees will be able to meet face-to-face with his team members to discuss opportunities and view the 
newest products in person.  
 
SHOT Show is owned by NSSF, the firearm industry trade association, and is restricted to the shooting, hunting and 
outdoor trade professionals, and commercial buyers and sellers of military, law enforcement and tactical products and 
services ONLY. SHOT Show is not open to the general consuming. Proof of professional affiliation is required. 
 
Original Footwear Co. is a Morristown, Tennessee based company that manufactures tactical footwear, and provides 
non-lethal products to Law Enforcement, Military, Professional Security and Civilian markets. Our expertise spans all 
aspects of research, product development, manufacturing, marketing, and distribution. Including private label, brick and 
mortar, e-commerce, and government sales. The Original Footwear portfolio of globally recognized brands is growing 
continuously: Original S.W.A.T.® | Altama® | Smith & Wesson Footwear® | Capps®.  With facilities in: Morristown-
Tennessee, Arecibo-Puerto Rico, Big Rapids-Michigan, Mariveles-Philippines, Gretna-Virginia, and Lynchburg-Virginia.  
We cater to a broad cross-section tactical market with a full range of products & price points. Our partners and 
customers include premium Law Enforcement, Military, and Security Agencies Nation-Wide, including but not limited to 
the following Countries: USA, Canada, Malaysia, Kenya, Israel, Oman, Australia, Bahrain, Panama, Columbia, Chile, Saudi 
Arabia, Iraq, Mexico, Sweden, Kuwait, Libya, Dubai, Costa Rica.  
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